
GIGS®

Turnstile
Pro



Implementing easy and efficient secure access controls at temporary events 

GIGS Turnstile Pro

Material: 

Dimensions
(L × W × H):

Weight: 

Color:

Accessories:

Transport:

Aluminum and stainless steel
 
Turnstile with legs (without Head Unit):
0.80 × 0.28 × 1.17 m (31.5 × 11 × 46 in)
Basement (footplate): 0.86 × 0.86 × 0.04 m
(34 × 34 × 1.57 in)

Turnstile with legs: 38 kg (83.8 lbs)
Basement: 17 kg (37.5 lbs)
Total: 55 kg (121.3 lbs)

Silver-gray

Final element

4 pieces per dolly

       PRODUCT PROFILE

The GIGS Turnstile Pro consists of a two-arm turn-

stile with legs, a mounted scanner (Head Unit) from 

our partner, and a profiled, non-slip footplate (base-

ment). Compared to similar turnstile systems, it is 

very lightweight, logistically efficient, and boasts a 

sleek design. The integrated scanner enables  digitized 

and automated access controls. It can be integrated 

with any common ticketing system and reads all 

usual access control systems and codes. In case of 

emergency, the GIGS Turnstile Pro can be easily acti-

vated, and the barrier arm automatically lowers. As a 

mobile, outdoor-capable entry system, the GIGS 

Turnstile Pro is suitable for numerous entry  situations 

and events. It is ideal for employee entrances, back-

stage and catering areas, as well as visitor entrances 

at trade shows, conferences, and similar events.

       HIGHLIGHTS
g   Lightweight mobile entry solution for temporary 

use

g   Quick and easy to set up and dismantle manually

g   Emergency exit function

g   Modular for flexible and tailored access solutions

       OPTIONAL EXTRAS
g   Final elements
g   Comprehensive services, such as project manage-

ment, CAD planning, logistics, setup, and dismant-
ling

www.eps.net
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01 All set for the attendees of the OMR Festival 

at the exhibition site in Hamburg, Germany: 

one GIGS Turnstile Pro lines up after another |  

02 The integrated scanner enables digitized and 

automated controls | 03 Turn! Turn! Turn! The mobile 

entry system can be used at events of various kinds 

and facilitates access control there | 04 For tailored 

entry solutions: the GIGS Turnstile Pro is modularly 

deployable



WHEREVER 
YOU GO, WE 
ARE THERE …


